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Motivation

“Evolvabilty” ≡ The quality that enables systems of a certain class to evolve
without becoming non-functional.

Is it possible to define a quality that enables a system to perceive, think and 
behave flexibly, efficiently and adaptively in real-time.

So far as we know, animals are the only class of natural systems with mental function.

Why are such systems possible?

What properties of a material system enable it to have mental function?

How can systems with increasingly complex mental function keep evolving? 

To develop a unified framework for all mental functions

• A general set of principles
• A general class of structures and processes

Goal:



Embodiment

Cognition requires a body

Intelligence requires:

• Obtaining information about the world → sensors

• Acting upon the world → actuators

• Configuring and recalling useful behaviors → nervous system

• The behaviors configured by the nervous system are in the context of
the sensors and actuators (embodied), not abstract (disembodied).

• The “same” internal configurations in a different body would produce
completely different behaviors with completely different value.

Standard Statement:

} Body

Deeper Statement:
Brain function only makes sense in the context of the body



A system at the mercy of its
embodiment.

A system not completely at the mercy of 
its embodiment.

Why not?

Because it has excess internal degrees of
freedom that can be reconfigured in real
time to exploit the body in its environment.

The nervous systems creates space for
the exploitation of embodiment.

Embodiment and the Brain



What enables mental function?

Multi-Scale Plasticity
• Evolution
• Development
• Learning
• Cellular dynamics
• Channel dynamics
• Real-time adaptation

Multi-Scale Modularity
• Brain regions
• Hypercolumns
• Cell assemblies
• Cells
• Synapses
• Molecular structures

Multi-Scale Self-Organization
• Emergent networks at multiple spatial and temporal scales.
• Coordinated patterns of activity at multiple spatial and temporal scales.

Synergistic activity in dynamical functional networks.



Basic Postulate

Synergies are widely accepted as the basis of peripheral motor control

• Muscle synergies.
• Spinal CPGs for rhythmic movements
• Spinal CPGs for limb coordination

All mental function emerges from the interaction of synergies in
modular multi-scale functional networks

Synergy ≡ preferred patterns of coordinated activity across a network

Why not synergies everywhere?
• Relatively inflexible synergies in the periphery
• Relatively flexible synergies in the core.



Example: Motor Synergies

Three synergies involving
a set of 13 muscles

The construction of different kick movements
by combining scaled and delayed versions

of the three synergies.

A. D’Avella, P. Saltiel & E. Bizzi (2003) Nature Neuroscience, 6: 300-308.



Vertebrate limb pattern generator
Grillner, Neuron 52, 751–766 (2006)

Lamprey locomotion CPG
Grillner, Nature Rev. Neurosci. 4: 573-586 (2003)

Finger tapping coordination patterns
Haken, Kelso & Bunz Biol. Cybern. 51,347-356 (1985)

More Synergies



Synergies and Functional Networks

• Synergies in brain-body networks underlie all perception, cognition & action.

Synergies in motor & musculoskeletal networks ↔ Action
Synergies in other cortical & subcortical networks ↔ Recognition, Recall, Thought, etc.

• Synergies emerge within functional networks assembled from populations/groups 
of nonlinear elements – modules – in response to afferent and reentrant signals.

• Fixed point attractors
• Cyclical attractors
• Metastable attractors
• Continuous attractors
• Synchronization patterns
• Coordinated muscle groups
• Sequences

Living organisms are bundles of synergy.

Examples of synergies:Examples of modules: Examples of networks:
• Sensory receptors
• Neurons
• Cortical columns
• Cell assemblies
• CPGs
• Motor units
• Muscles

• Sensor networks
• Neurocognitive networks
• Musculoskeletal networks

Examples of networks:



The Organism as a Complex System

Environment Organism

Musculoskeletal
Networks

Sensor
Networks

Neurocognitive
Networks



Resolves the conflict between variation and stability:
Modules can be stable but variety can be obtained by using
them in different combinations.

Allows for the recursive generation of complexity:
Modules can be embedded hierarchically to generate structures
of arbitrary complexity at different scales.

Turns the problem of design into one of selection:
Networks “customized” to specific contexts can be obtained
by selecting which modules to include rather than by explicit
design.

The Utility of Modularity

Modularity enables organisms to assemble useful 
functional networks



Synergies provide robustness without losing responsiveness:
The structural stability of synergies makes them robust to noise,
but switching between multiple synergy combinations retains
overall system responsiveness. 

Synergies enable a very large repertoire of activity patterns:
A relatively small number of synergies can be used combinatorially
to generate a vast repertoire of activity patterns.

Synergies can be evoked by selection:
Control inputs do not need to specify details of response patterns, 
but simply to select the synergies to be activated.

The Utility of Synergies

Synergies enable organisms to assemble useful 
activity patterns (responses) flexibly, efficiently and robustly

In fact, synergies are just an instance of functional modularity



The Dynamics of the Mind

• Every mental process comprises sequences of metastable synergies.

• The sequences are influenced by: 
1) Afferent sensory stimuli (cues, feedback, context).
2) System state (Working memory).
3) Modulatory signals (affect, motivation, autonomic signals).
4) Evaluative feedback (internal and external).

• The sequences can be:
- Ballistic, triggered, or itinerant.
- Fixed-point, cyclical, chaotic, or transient.
- Stimulus-initiated, stimulus-driven, or stimulus-biased.
- Deterministic or stochastic. 

• Mental processes interact by the synergies of each driving, constraining or 
biasing the synergies of the others, resulting in pervasively coupled dynamics.



Q1: How are useful functional networks configured, learned and reactivated?

Q2: How are they maintained over extended periods while the task is being done?

Q3: How are functional networks modified as needed during performance?

Functional Networks
Given a task context, functional networks provide:
• Perceptual mechanisms (e.g., feature detectors).
• Semantic and episodic information.
• Procedural information.
• Working memory.
• Response choices.
• Action programs.
All appropriate to the context at hand.

Motivating Issues



Why is this worth doing?

Developing a unified general theory of perception, cognition and action
is useful for several reasons:

• Provides a theoretical framework to understand mental function.

• Explains mental function in the larger context of development and evolution

EvoDevoCogno????

• Allows (at least conjectural but) systematic theories of complex mental
functions such as thought, ideation, imagination, etc., that do not generate
overt behavior.

• Provides the basis for (finally) building artificial cognitive systems.

Of course, the theory has to be “right” --- or at least “wrong”.



A Hard Shell – Soft Core Model for Animals

Hard Shell
Limited, inflexible synergies

Sensory
Synergies

Action
Synergies

Soft Core
Numerous, flexible Synergies
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Response Systems
Synergies at many scales

Itinerant flow
Multiple modalities

Multiple levels
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Response
System

Input
(Stimulus,
Cues,
Context)

Response

Modulation

Internal Attention System

Evaluation

Cognitive Control
System

• Synergies arise and persist at different time-scales in all subsystems.
• All subsystems have multiple levels and internal structure.
• All subsystems have multiple levels of recurrent interaction.

The Core System



A Macro-Module for Core Networks
Stimulus & Context

Response Modules

Module Selection
Connectivity Biasing

Sequencing & Timing
Gain Control

ResponseModulation

SC

R

• Three modular dynamical 
systems with embedded 
synergies.

• Interacting dynamics produce
emergent synergies 
(e.g., synchronized patterns)
→ Responses

Response network configuration:
Active synergies in S project selective bias on response modules and connections.

Timing and Control:
Active synergies in C project sequencing, timing and gain control signals to modules in R.

Response Generation:
Synergies in selected response network interact to generate response dynamics in R.
Modulation:
S, C and R are modulated and switched based on evaluative feedback and other factors.

Modification:
S, C and R synergies are reconfigured based on evaluative feedback.



Stimulus & Context

Module Selection
Connectivity Biasing

Sequencing & Timing
Gain Control

ResponseModulation
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Functions:
• Perception: Feature extraction, recognition, integration, etc.
• Memory:  Episodic and semantic.
• Thought: Ideation, inference, creativity, imagination.
• Action: Muscle synergies, spinal synergies, M1 synergies, etc.

Response Systems

Structure: 
• Very diverse
• Multiple hierarchical levels
• Spatially extensive.

Dynamics: 
• Metastable attractors.
• Continuous attractors.
• Itinerant flow.
• Switching
• Synchronization
• Winnerless competition 

(Rabinovich et al., 2001) 



Function:
Mediating spatially and temporally structured modulation patterns
for the triggering, maintenance, switching, gain control, varying inhibition, 
etc., for modules in the Internal Attention System and the Response Systems.

Cognitive Control System

Dynamics: 
• Reconfigurable attractors
• Switching.
• Sequence generation.
• Modulation.
• Competitive queuing 

(Grossberg & Pearson, 2008)

Biasing Pattern

Modulation
Pattern

Tim
e

Output

Specific 
Inhibition

Drive

Structure: 
• Multiple hierarchical levels
• Flexible recurrent connectivity
• Flexible modularity
• Cortical and subcortical structures



Function:
Defining context-specific functional response networks via:

• Selective gating of response modules
• Selective masking of inter-module connectivity.

Internal Attention System

Structure: 
• Multiple hierarchical levels
• Flexible recurrent connectivity
• Flexible modularity
• Cortical and subcortical structures

Dynamics: 
• Flexible attractors
• Switching
• Inhibitory modulation
• Synaptic dynamics

… etc.

Internal Attention System

Response System

A flexible cognitive spotlight



• How is a context “kept in mind” so that it can shape  cognitive 
function over extended periods?

• How can this capability mediate flexibility in cognitive function?

• How can this arise from the natural dynamics of the neural substrate?

• All cognitive function arises within specific contexts.

• Cognitive function depends strongly on the context.

• Contexts can be valid for extended periods (e.g., hours).

• Explicit cues indicating the context may not remain available.

Example: Ideation
Think about a particular task or problem and generate ideas for it over a
period of many hours?

Maintaining Focus





Memory
(Semantic & Episodic)

Language
Areas

Modulation Evaluation

External
Cues

Ideas

The given context primes a workspace and triggers associations within in, 
which trigger more, and so on….

A Basic View of Ideation



Modulation Evaluation

External
Cues

Ideas

But what if the context for ideation is not explicitly available?

The mind wanders…..

Unless we can stay focused on the context. How??????

Memory
(Semantic & Episodic)

Language
Areas



Long-term working memory (LT-WM) (Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995)

External (context) cues can trigger memory structures (synergies) that 

• Persist independently as dynamically stable patterns of activity.

• Prime a context-appropriate repertoire for extended periods.

• Mediate flexible exploration within the repertoire.

• Reconfigure the repertoire in response to evaluative feedback.

Isn’t this just working memory?

Yes, but with several differences:
• It primes a repertoire rather than explicitly storing specific information items.
• It is a long-term memory that can be reactivated by appropriate contexts.
• It generalizes over multiple contexts with similar response requirements.

A self-sustaining, flexible cognitive spotlight

Hypothesized Mechanism



Language
Areas

Modulation Evaluation

External
Cues

Ideas

Memory
(Semantic & Episodic)

Context-Specific
Semantic Space

Dynamic Selector Network (DSN)



Proposed Model: Graded Attractors• The attentional system learns context-specific long-term memory structures
called graded attractors in the dynamic selector network (DSN).

• Specific graded attractors are activated associatively by appropriate context cues
and can remain active even when the cues are no longer present.

• The activity pattern of each graded attractor projects a selective gating patterm
onto specific concept groups, thus generating the repertoire for that context.

Flexibility Modes:

• Variation of activity within a graded attractor by changing inhibition level.
• Switching between graded attractors.
• Merging between graded attractors.
• Modulation of top-down and bottom-up gains.
• Reward-triggered reinforcement of recurrent connections → reshaping.

DSN Model: Graded Attractors



DSN Representations

• DSN units are arranged in modules.

• Each unit gates a specific response module
e.g., a group of concepts ↔ category

Each DSN module corresponds to a 
combination of response modules
↔ response template

• Each response has an image in the DSN

• DSN modules are activated variably

2-level coarse-grained 
representations of responses.

Learned as graded attractors



An attractor activity pattern in a recurrent neural network whose level of
activity can be controlled flexibly by inhibitory modulation. 

A graded attractor is characterized by two factors:
• The set of active units.
• The sequence in which decreasing inhibition activates these units.

High
Inhibition

Medium
Inhibition

Low
Inhibition

Graded Attractor with
4 activity levels

Effect of Inhibitory Modulation

What is a Graded Attractor?



Response Network

Dynamic Selector Network

Initial Workspace Expanded Workspace

Dynamic Selector Network

Response Network

Graded attractors function as flexible “spotlights” or “pointers” to select 
context-specific dynamic response spaces that can expand, contract, merge 

and switch in response to afferent and recurrent signals.

Functional Role of Graded Attractors



Formation of Graded Attractors

Pattern triggered during training Differential learning in modules Final graded attractor

Weights to units in different modules



Reinforcement-Based Synaptic Change 

Reward

• A response is rewarded

• Reward sensitizes all active
DSN units

• DSN units connected to active
response units fire bursts

• Other DSN units do not burst
(no driving signal)

• The connection between the
bursting DSN units is
strengthened.

• Other DSN connections are
not changed

Result: When inhibition increases again, the strongly connected DSN units are likelier
to survive than they were before → annealing

→ The graded attractor is “customized” based on what actually works.

Response Network

DSN



Initial activity
No success

Decrease inhibition
More activity

Still no success

Decrease inhibition
Even more activity

Success!!!
Reinforce units

Increase inhibition
Lower activity

Different pattern

Graded Attractor Dynamics

Attractor 2Attractor 1



Results
•System trained on 12 contexts.

•Does the system learn 12 different graded attractors associated with appropriate contexts?

•Given a test idea from a specific context:
- Quality: Does decreasing inhibition activate new categories in the optimal order?
- Coverage: Does the system activate the attractor that covers the correct categories?

Mean quality for all contexts before and
after relaxation.

Mean total coverage  for all contexts before and
after relaxation. 

Top: Context-level metric; 
Bottom: Group-level metric



Graded Attractors for All 12 Contexts
• Each context generates an attractor with graded activation.

• The three graded attractors in each context block remain distinct at all inhibition levels.

• The active modules in each GA correspond to the primary categories for the context.

Block 1 Block 2

Block 3
Block 4



DSN Activity for All 12 Contexts
• Contexts in the same block activate almost the same modules.

• Relative activity levels of modules reflect the category distribution of each context.

• Activity patterns become more similar as inhibition decreases.

Block 1 Block 2

Block 3 Block 4



• Modules with the most relevant
categories are activated first.

• Other modules become active in 
order of likely relevance.

Graded Attractors and DSN Activity for a Context Set



Ideal
Actual

Category Biases for All 12 Contexts



Thank You
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